
Parent Resource Guide for 21st
 Century Education 

As a school district we are committed to preparing your children for the world that lies                

ahead of them. We want our students to be ready for the challenges of 21st
century                

citizenship as well as the challenges of the 21st
century workforce. In order to make that                

happen, we have undertaken multiple 21st
 century education initiatives. 

 

We want our parents to be active participants in these initiatives. In order to start that                

participation we wanted to provide you with a resource guide on 21st
century education.              

We believe these videos and books can help you better understand important aspects of              

why the 21st
century is demanding new capabilities of our young people and what we               

together as educators and parents can do to better prepare our students for the realities               

they are likely to face. 

 

This resource guide is organized into two sections: “general materials” on 21st
century             

education and some materials on specific 21st
 century competencies. 

  

General Materials on 21st
 Century Education 

 

21st
Century Skills: Learning for Life in our Times by Bernie Trilling and             

Charles Fadel (Jossey-Bass, 2009) 

This book is probably the best overall book on the need for a new model of education for                  

the 21st
 century. 



 

The Global Achievement Gap by Tony Wagner (Basic Books, 2008) 

This book does a great job of explaining what businesses expect from young people. It is                

a terrific window into what the expectations of the 21st
century workforce are likely to be                

for your child. 

 

That Used to Be Us by Thomas Friedman and Michael Mandelbaum (Farrar,            

Straus and Giroux, 2011) 

This is a book that updates and builds upon Friedman’s earlier book, The World is Flat.                

This new book does an important job of explaining the challenges of the new global               

economy and what we need to do to respond to it. 

 

Catching Up or Leading the Way: American Education in the Age of            

Globalization by Yong Zhao (ASCD, 2009) 

This is another important book about what the essential elements of education are in the               

new global economy. 

  

 

 

 

 

Creativity and Innovation 

A Whole New Mind by Daniel Pink (Penguin Group, 2006) 

This book emphasizes the importance of creativity and design in the new economy. Pink              

talks about the importance of integrating “right-brained” and “left-brained” thinking.          

It’s a great book to share with your high school students about the importance of               

creativity. 

 



Creating Innovators: The Making of Young People who will Change the           

World by Tony Wagner (Scribner, Simon & Schuster, April 2012) 

This book explores successful innovators and the kind of education they received that             

made a difference in their lives. It then explains the attributes of those influential              

teachers. This will help generate a discussion on what constitutes “innovative”           

education. 

 

Website of Sir Ken Robinson (www.sirkenrobinson.com) 

Sir Ken Robinson his become one of the most influential authorities on creativity. His              

website and his videos are a font of wisdom on issues related to creativity. 

 

“Above and Beyond” video 

This video prepared by the Partnership for 21st
Century Skills and Fablevision is an              

animation about the importance of critical thinking, communication, collaboration and          

creativity. It is a video you can share with your children and could provide some               

interesting conversation around what skills education should be providing them with.           

(www.p21.org/4Cs) 

Global Competence 

Going Global: Preparing our Students for and Interconnected World by          

Asia Society (2008) 

This is a wonderful resource for educators that will give helpful insight into how we               

should prepare young people for “global” challenges. Parents will also find this a helpful              

guide to understanding what their school or district might be doing from a global              

perspective. 

 

http://www.sirkenrobinson.com/
http://www.p21.org/4Cs


Self-Direction and Motivation 

Drive by Daniel Pink (Riverhead Hardcover, 2009) 

This is a great book on what motivates people. Parents will want to particularly focus on                

the section on “autonomy” and the importance of helping young people self-manage and             

self-motivate. 

Financial Literacy 

The Jump Start Coalition Website (www.jumpstart.org) 

Parents who are interested or concerned about financial literacy will find a wide range of               

resources to help them and their schools or districts think about this important 21st
              

century capability. 

 

  

21st Century Education for Parents:      

Frequently Asked Questions 

Q. Why has our school or district undertaken a 21st
 century education initiative? 

A. FHEVS believes that students should have access to an education that prepares them              

to compete in a global economy. We want them to leave our halls with the skills and                 

dispositions necessary to make their goals a reality. By offering a personalized            

educational program and multiple trajectories, we ensure that no student is permitted to             

“Opt Out” of their education, but rather selects a career or education pathway that will               

help them find success.  

http://www.jumpstart.org/


Q. “21st
Century Education” sounds like a technology initiative. Is this mostly about             

bringing technology into our schools? 

A. No. 21st
century education is about determining what competencies our students            

need beyond traditional academic achievement. In most schools or districts that are on             

this path, they have initially focused on the 4C’s (critical thinking, communication,            

collaboration and creativity). In many districts they have also focused on skills like             

global competence, financial literacy, self-direction and tech literacy. While technology          

competency is one element of 21st
century education, we are focused on a much broader               

range of student competencies. 

Q. How is the school/district deciding which of 21st
century outcomes we will be focused               

on? 

A. FHEVS is engaging community stakeholders in identifying which outcomes are most            

important for its graduates. Through the process of collective inquiry we intend to build              

a shared understanding of the skills and dispositions needed for success in today’s             

workplace, with the ultimate goal of developing a learner profile that meets the needs of               

our learners and our community.  

Q. Won’t this focus on 21st
century education detract from traditional academics?            

Won’t it dilute the school/district’s efforts to attain academic excellence? 

A. No, just the contrary. When traditional academics are taught in the context of              

problem solving, communication, collaboration and innovation the content “comes         

alive” for students.  The education becomes more rigorous and relevant. 

Q.  But aren’t rote memorization and “the basics” still important in the 21st
 century? 

A. Yes. The ability to memorize and master core subjects is still important. But this is                

not enough. Survey after survey among business leaders shows that “basic knowledge”            

of employees is assumed, but the key employability skills are: problem solving and             



critical thinking, the ability to communicate effectively, the ability to collaborate           

effectively and the ability to be innovative. Our district must become more intentional             

and purposeful about these outcomes as well. 

Q. Aren’t these 21st
century education outcomes just soft skills? Are we making             

education too easy? 

A. No, just the opposite. Critical thinking and problem solving skills are harder, not              

easier, than rote memorization. Our students are traditionally good at simple recall, but             

don’t do as well when they are asked to apply their knowledge in a context they are not                  

familiar with. But, as you know, in the real world, they are going to be called upon to                  

“apply” their knowledge in a variety of contexts. So we want to place more emphasis on                

these critical thinking, problem solving, and applied learning skills. 

Q. Will these critical thinking, problem solving and applied learning skills be tested on              

state assessments? 

A. Yes. Eventually. We cannot wait until the state assessment system is redesigned to              

accurately measure the skills that matter most. Most states, including Ohio, are            

rewriting their standards and developing new assessments, specifically to put more           

emphasis on critical thinking and problem solving skills.  

Q. How will colleges and universities respond to these changes? Haven’t they kept             

basically the same entrance requirements? Won’t the changes you’re describing put our            

students at a disadvantage? 

A. No. Universities and colleges have been slower to change their entrance            

requirements than we might like, but research has shown that critical thinking and             

communication skills are absolutely critical factors leading to success in college. (Read            

David Conley’s book, College Knowledge, to understand how important the skills are for             

college success.) Also, the American Association of Colleges and Universities has done            



excellent work on what competencies higher education institutions should be          

emphasizing.  Their initiative on this topic is called the LEAP initiative (www.aacu.org). 

From our perspective, the important thing to keep in mind is that higher education              

institutes are also trying to determine what competencies to teach beyond content            

mastery. We don’t yet expect most higher education institutions to start demanding            

these student outcomes in the near term, but eventually they will also need to address               

these essential outcomes both in the context of what they teach and expect from their               

own students as well as what they expect of their incoming students. 

  

Q. What will be the most challenging part of making this transition for our school               

district? 

A. As an education team, we have worked collaboratively to improve teaching and             

assessment around these outcomes. Although the foundation is strong, we believe that            

there is still work to be done through professional development that will help us with the                

continued  alignment of our initiatives.   

Q. As a parent, what can we do to support the teaching of critical thinking and problem                 

solving, communication, collaboration and creativity in our school district? 

A. Let your teachers know you value the emphasis of these 21st
century skills in their                

classrooms. Volunteer to serve as a parent participant on any committees or advisory             

groups focused on our 21st
century education initiative. If you have specific experiences             

in the workforce understanding the needs for these capabilities, volunteer to share these             

perspectives with administrators, teachers and/or students. 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.aacu.org/


Q.  As a parent, what can we do to refine these student outcomes at home? 

A. Critical thinking and problem solving, communication, collaboration and creativity          

are competencies not just to be taught in school.  They can  be reinforced at home. 

First, if you listen for when you child mentions that these competencies are being taught               

in school, you can reinforce their importance.  

Secondly, you can work on these competencies at home as well. Think about all of the                

opportunities you have to reinforce the importance of: 

●      Problem solving 

●      Good communication 

●      Good collaboration 

●      Creativity 

Also, you can design opportunities for special activities around these competencies.           

Many parents already set time aside at home for creativity activities. What about setting              

time aside for “problem solving” activities? What problems could students work on: in             

their room? In their house? In their neighborhood? In their community? And many of              

these activities will require both good communication and good collaboration skills. 

  

Q. As a parent, what can you do to reinforce these competencies in your child’s               

activities outside of school? 

A. Many parents encourage their students to participate in extracurricular and          

out-of-school activities for a variety of reasons. We suggest you focus on these activities              

ability to reinforce problem solving, communication, collaboration and creativity skills. 

Many of these groups already believe their activities are designed to help build these              

skills. You can talk to the sponsors/leaders about how these competencies can be made              

even more transparent to your child in the context of these activities. 



Also, think strategically about which of these skills your child could strengthen. If             

creativity is an area you think you child could be stronger in, encourage them to               

participate in an extracurricular or non-school activity that emphasizes creativity, like           

art classes. If problem solving is an area that could use more bolstering think about               

activities like a science club or participating in a science/technology competition. 

There are many ways to foster the 21st
century competencies. Extra-curricular and            

non-school opportunities can be very rich way to reinforce these competencies with your             

student. 

Q. Is there anything else I can do to be supportive of the 21st
century education                

initiative in our school or district? 

A. In summary, it would be very helpful to have parents as active advocates of this                

direction. Talk to your own students about the value of these competencies. Let your              

child’s teachers know you value these 21st
century outcomes. Talk to other parents about              

the value of including these competencies in a child’s education. 

Let us know if you have firsthand knowledge of the importance of these competencies in               

the workplace. We will rely on that expertise. And let us know if you are willing to talk                  

about the competency with members of the school/district community. Finally, let us            

ask you to volunteer to participate in a working group on 21st
 century education. 

 


